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Dear List Members,

There have been some stunning new developments in the Meier case that I want to inform you about even before I get these updates on my website. Please click on the links to follow along. And please also note that the publication of information regarding specific events BEFORE the foretold events occur is the highest standard of proof possible for prophetic accuracy. Keep that in mind as you read the following information.

The following article, translated by http://www.gaiaguys.net on December 16, was posted/linked at http://www.theyfly.com on December 23, 2006:

http://www.gaiaguys.net/meier.p14-16sb31.htm

This article just appeared online on January 6, 2007, two weeks later, at both:

http://drudgereport.com and http://www.timesonline.co.uk/article/0,,2089-2535310,00.html

However, the following question to, and answer from, Meier was already posted on my site (see: http://www.theyfly.com/newsletter/november06/november06.htm) on November 27: 

"Question:

Recently in a speech US President Bush said: "If the United States of America were to leave before the job is done, the enemy would follow us here. And that is why we will support our military. And that is why we will fight in Iraq. And that is why we will win in Iraq." The American public next week has an opportunity to vote the other party into one or both houses of Congress, dampening the Bush rubber stamp. However, if the Bush mentality continues and the US pursues its plans in Iraq unabated, is the principal phase of the third world fire inevitable?

Answer:

Thanks to the result of the US elections which brought a majority for the democrats, the threat of the WWW III to break out in 2006 has been eliminated. (There were plans for a war for the end of November in case the republicans would have won the elections.) However, there still remains a dangerous situation because Israel has secret plans to attack the nuclear plants in Iran." 


Please also consider the following regarding specific, documented prophecies published by Billy Meier on February 3, 1995 (and in "And Yet They Fly!", 2001, "And Yet They Fly!", 2004, "The Meier Contacts" DVD, 2004):

"New weapons will once again create quite a stir, and so will the death of 4 heads of state who will die within 7 days from each other. These then are the last danger signs, which foretell that within merely 2 years of these events the long-feared world war will indeed erupt, unless terrestrials finally gain mastery over their reasoning to stop all these ills." 

Pinochet (Dec. 10)
Niyazov   (Dec. 21)
Ford        (Dec. 26)
Saddam Hussein (Dec. 30)

(While Pinochet and Niyazov died 11 days apart and not within 7 days of each other, an actual error of 4 days, would a wise person not pause to consider the improbability of someone coming this close,11 years in advance?)

If it's not clear as to how accurately our dead end path has been foreseen by a more advanced race, and just how collectively stupid we (and especially our leadership) are, then perhaps it really is hopeless.

I prefer to think that it's still possible to make some necessary, positive changes but time is running out. If you now understand that it is really up to each individual to wake up and take back our power from the forces that otherwise will lead us all to destruction then you must act.

I suggest sharing this information with at least three people that you think would be interested in knowing about it.

I also suggest contacting your elected representatives and demanding that no more troops be sent to Iraq...or any place else.

Please refresh your memory on what has long been warned, in the Henoch Prophecies, is coming to the U.S. (and other parts of the world) if we don't WITHDRAW all our forces. For a wake up call, search for the word "America": 

http://www.theyfly.com/prophecies/prophecies.htm 

I also want to let you know that I'll be appearing at the IUFOC in Laughlin, Nevada, (see: http://www.ufocongress.com/schedule.html) and debuting scenes from the new film on the Meier case that I'm producing, "The Silent Revolution of Truth".

And for those who've asked if I plan to charge a subscription fee for the website, the answer is no. For those who asked if it costs me (money not just time) to send the updates to the thousands of people on the list, the answer is yes, so your support is always appreciated. Getting "The Meier Contacts DVD" and "And Still They Fly!", which (among a number of already fulfilled prophecies) have the information warning of the deaths of the four heads of state, gives you guarnateed collector's items...and helps me to  keep doing this. 

For those who wanted more information or to order the Quinton products (http://sitandgetfit.com) we had a glitch in the system so please write me back.

Best,

MH
http://www.theyfly.com

To unsubscribe: http://www.s102164568.onlinehome.us/tinc?key=MnByHbF0&RegistrationFormID=10224




 
